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An Editor is only as good as his editorial team
(which makes Keith really, really good)

you liked, you could normally catch up on past
records, apprenticeship bakery wages allowing. It
was there I remember buying my first Tams Forty
Five, 'What Kind Of Fool (Do You Think I Am)' on
HMV and was immediately captured by Joseph
Pope's distinctive ragged hoarse lead vocals, and
the group’s rough, but tight harmonies.

SOUL KITCHEN

The original members, Joseph Pope, Charles
Pope, Robert Lee Smith, and Horace Kay got
together in 1952 whilst still at high school in their
hometown of Atlanta, Georgia. Their formative
years as The Four Dots were spent gigging
around the local club/dances/high school circuit.
In the late fifties Floyd 'Little Floyd' Ashton was
added to the line-up. It was
around this time that the
group changed its name to
The Tams, apparently the
name being derived from
them wearing multicoloured
tam o'shanter hats, (a high
entry to our soul hat top ten
chart), for performances.

Hello and welcome once
again to my steaming Soul
Kitchen.
Well, dreary January's out of
the way. There's lots of live music around the
corner, so I guess it's time to get the soulmobile
out, and get grooving. The remaining half of Sam
and Dave, Sam Moore. The Delicious Jean
Carne. The dangerously big soul sound of Tower
Of Power. The legend Ike Turner. The urban
sound of New York blues, Michael Hill's Blues
Mob. Motown supergroups, Four Tops and The
Temptations, what's left of them, are just a few
popping in to thrill us. It goes on, Lonnie Liston
Smith, The Blackbyrds, it's warming up, a busy
couple of months. Anyway before enjoying any of
that I must get my scribble to Editor Woods, so
lets get down to business.

1961 saw one release on the Heritage label
'Vacation time'/'If Love Were Like Rivers' which
sank without trace. The group’s break came in
1962, when they came to the attention of Atlanta
song publisher and entrepreneur, Bill 'King
William' Lowery, with whom they signed a
management deal, resulting in their debut
recording for the Philadelphia based Arlen label,
'Untie Me'/'Disillusioned' 711. The catchy 'Untie
Me', from the pen of Joe South, and recorded at
Rick Hall’s new established Fame studios, (where
else), Muscle Shoals, was their first chart hit, top
20 R&B, even sneaking into the pop hundred.
This was one of the first hits to come out of Fame
studios. It was rare for vocal groups to record
down South, as most vocal groups went north, to
Motown, VeeJay and Chess to seek their fortune.
Recording at Fame, where the majority of The
Tams earlier material was cut, resulted in that raw
edge that could only be captured down South.
They lacked the sweet smoothness of other vocal
groups hitting big around that time, which is no
bad thing, adding to their soulful quality.
Follow up releases on Arlen, 'Here I Am'/'My Baby
Loves Me' Arlen 716. 'Deep Inside Me'/'If You’re
Smart' Arlen 717, although equally as good as
'Untie Me' failed to make any impression chart

THE TAMS
Buying records blind is something we all do,
especially way back in those good ole days, as
there was really nowhere to hear real music,
maybe a club, certainly not on mainstream radio,
Radio Luxemburg maybe. Mostly, reviews for soul
records would have been found in Record Mirror,
Blues And Soul Magazine was still a couple of
years away. Tasty reviews had one scampering
down to the market. Yes the market, the
Broadway Market Tooting, to a small record stall,
sandwiched between hardware and haberdasher.
Here you could order any record, and normally it
would be in your hands in a day or two. Record
companies never deleted records from their
catalogue in those days so, if you hit on someone
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caught them on October 28th at the Orchid,
Purley. A wonderful venue for touring soul acts in
them early days. I remember little - they had their
own backing band, and a female?

wise. A one off diversion to General American
Records for the sole release of, in late 1962, 'Find
Another Love'/'My Baby Loves Me' 714, which is
credited to The Tams with Little Floyd. Little Floyd
takes the lead on the re-cut up-tempo, 'My Baby
Loves Me', which I believe would be the only
release that didn't featured Joseph Pope on lead
vocals, up until his death in March 1996. (As
always I wait to stand corrected).

Next stop in 1972 was Apt Records for another
one off, 'Numbers'/'Long Distance Operator'
26010, Then in 1973 back to ABC for, 'Don't You
Just Know It'/'Making Music''. So this phase of
their career ends, with a final release in 1973, on
MGM SOUTH, a re-make of 'Alley Oop' b/w 'What
Did He Do For You'. The group basically
disappeared from recording, there were no more
releases until re-emerging in 1978 with 'This
Precious Moment'/'Hey Girl Don't Bother Me'
(Disco Version), re-mixed, Sounds South 14098.
Than again in 1982 with, it gets better, 'Tams
Tune Medley' re-mixed, Wonder Records 1001.
They reappeared in 1983 on Compleat Records
with a wonderful 'Making True Love' b/w, a dip
into the emerging beach music scene 'My Baby
Sure Can Shag'. So after several years in the
doldrums their career took a massive turn for the
better, when in the eighties along with vintage
R&B acts from the fifties, sixties soul stars, the
likes of Roy C, Gene Chandler, The Coasters etc,
became huge again on the South East Coast,
North and South Carolina, with what was termed
as the beach music scene, the heart being Myrtle
Beach. The dance craze associated with it was
the Shag.

Early 1963 saw a couple more Arlen singles,
'Blue Shadows'/'You'll Never Know' 720, and an
excellent re-recording of "Find Another Love' b/w
'Don't Ever Go' 720, but alas these excellent
recordings also failed to give the group any chart
success. In late 1963 Bill Lowery secured a deal
with ABC Paramount. The Tams golden years
were about to take off. Their first release on ABC,
was a smash hit, 'What Kind Of Fool (Do You
Think I Am)'/'Laugh It Off' 10502, no introduction
is needed for this well known mid-tempo soul
classic, naturally recorded at Fame, and from the
pen of Ray Whitley. More hits followed in 1964,
not venturing far from their winning formula, 'You
Lied To Your Daddy'/'It's All Right (You're Just In
Love)', ABC 10533. 'Hey Girl Don't Bother
Me'/'Take Away' ABC 10573. 'Silly Little
Girl'/'Weep Little Girl' ABC 10601, were all brilliant
double siders, and worthy of the chart success
they achieved.
Around this time, a change of personnel took
place, with Albert Cottle Jr, replacing Floyd "Little
Floyd" Ashton, who drank himself out of the
group. Also the group’s recording move to
Atlanta's Master Sound Studios in preference to
Fame, around this time, although the group
continued to have regular releases on ABC,
notably two real goodies from 1965. One I rate
highly, one of their finest, the haunting, 'What Do
You Do (When Your Lover Leaves You)' b/w
'Unlove You' ABC 10635, and 'Concrete
Jungle'/'Till The End Of Time' ABC 10702. 1966
saw a real gem, a brilliant heartbreaker, 'Get
Away (Leave Me Alone)' b/w 'Shelter' ABC 10885.
It was not until 1968 that the group finally broke
into the charts again with, 'Be Young, Be Foolish,
Be Happy'/'That Same Old Song' ABC 11066,
even making 32 in the UK charts.

The Tams sixties’ hits had the right shuffle
ingredients to Shag to. The Tams along with an
entertaining act found themselves in demand
once again on the Shag club and oldies circuit.
Such was their popularity they, as with many
others acts it might be said, recorded deliberately
for this market, having a hot Shag hit in 1989 with
'There Ain't Nothing Like Shaggin' Ripete 2005
and also a hit in the UK reaching 21. (I wonder
why) As with many underground scenes,
populated by media exposure, the craze spread
through the nineties to the East Coast, and most
major cities, which opened up even more doors to
keep the group functioning. Joseph Pope could
take an established soul standard and make it his
own, just listen to 'Anna', or 'Thank You John' to
see what I mean. Unfortunately, Joseph Pope
passed away on 16th March 1996. The odd
hiccup, I would put 'Melancholy Baby' in a “bad
recording day” chart. This remarkable, underrated group continue to perform to this day, and
their recordings are timeless.

They continued to release material for ABC until
late 1969, before being dropped by the label. Ray
Whitley and Joe South, who had been with the
group as writers, producers from the onset also
moved into other things. Joe South had an
international hit on his hands with 'The Games
People Play'. The group moved to Bill Lowery’s
own label 1-2-3 in 1970 which resulted in a minor
hit with a soulful 'Too Much Foolin' Around' b/w
'How Long Love'. Incredibly from nowhere, The
Tams found themselves at the top of the UK
charts in July 1971, with a massive summer hit
with, 'HGDBM' but a re-issue in the States failed.
They toured the UK on the strength of the hit. I

New Feature
CLICKS AND FLUFF: VINYL
SPOTLIGHT
Soul 45 revisited
KIM TOLLIVER
'Standing Room Only'
(Charles Silver & Susan
Manchester)/'Your Love’s On
The Money' (Freddy Briggs)
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Instead of taking, giving more to keep her man, or
something like that, whatever, it's an amazing
slap of deep soul. Kim has recorded many other
despairing corkers. 'In Return For Your Love' to
name one. So would someone get her material
out on CD, please. Last year it was reported that
Kim had been hospitalised, and was in a very bad
way. I hope she recovered. Anyone out there in
soul land have any info? It's very unlikely she will
record again.

US Pathfinder 101
The despair in Kim's spoken intro over a solitary
piano,
"It ain't gonna work out, I've tried, but I just
can't take it no more. You do what you wanna
do. You never come home, usually until
daylight, lipstick on your collar, the aroma of
another woman's perfume on your shirt"
is quite frightening. The opening monologue
continues, joined by some eerie violins.
"It's just like you've lost all respect for me,
after all this time we've been together. I guess
you're just taking me for granted now, I don't
think you realise how much I love you."
Would Kim last the five minutes, or have a
complete breakdown while recording this deep
soul gem? The violins taper away as Kim breaks
into song, and pours out her emotion and
heartbreak about this nasty dude who doesn't
give a shit...
"You must think my bed is a bus stop, the way
you come and go. Haven't seen you with the
lights on, two nights in a row. So pack your
old rusty razor, and don't bother with goodbyes, your cup of love runneth over, while
mine is always dry."
The climax builds with swirling orchestration
joining in, as Kim's gives it everything,
"Standing room only, I can't take no more,
standing room only, outside my door."
Down to a more thought reflective level as she
continues.
"Don't help me set the table, there's gonna be
one less place, I won't lay my best silver, for a
man who won't say grace. Home is where the
heart is, but yours is in the street, every night I
read a good book, and turn the lights out and
go to sleep."
Spellbinding gutsy outrage,
"Oohh, Standing room only" etc,
as Kim loses it completely, than simply fades
away. Deep soul at it's deepest, brilliant.

CD OF THE MONTH
The GOLDWAX Story
VOLUME ONE Kent 203
Now what do we have here then, hot on the heels
of January's CD of the month, James Carr
Goldwax Singles? Ace once again dig into the
Goldwax catalogue, releasing this excellent, very
welcome, long overdue compilation of southern
soul gems, 24 gold (wax) nuggets. The Goldwax
label was formed in 1964 by Hillbilly singer,
Quinton M Claunch and Pharmacist, Rudolph V
Russell in Memphis, and over six years went on
to record and release some of the finest deep
soul you'll ever likely have the pleasure of
hearing. Every story has the leading player, and
James Carr was Goldwax's major star, but what a
supporting cast, any true soul fan will shake their
granny for the opportunity to get their hands on
material by The Ovations and Spencer Wiggins,
which have been hard to come by. The Japanese
have been more fortunate.
From 1964 to early 1970 Goldwax issued some
60+ singles, with very little chart success, James
Carr being the exception with nine R&B chart
entries. The majority of tracks featured here, have
been Forty Fives in their past lives, why some of
these tracks were not big hits is baffling, although
commercial the label did enjoy regional success
in the southern states. First up from 1965 are,
The Ovations, 'I'm Living Good', written by
Penn/Oldham, with a marvellous tale of things
going wrong in life, but why worry when you're in
love. Louis Williams the lead singer is an amazing
Sam Cooke sound alike, a brilliant track that
grows and gets under your skin. The Ovations
weigh in with three more very exceptional strong
tracks. Spencer Wiggins is also represented by
(only) four blistering sides. From 1967 'Uptight
Good
Woman',
another
Penn/Oldham
composition is probably his most known number.
Spencer Wiggins has to be one of the best
southern soul vocalists of all time; alas he never
achieved the recognition his talent really
deserved. Just listen to 'I'll Be True To You' and
the awesome 'Power Of A Woman' for passionate
deep soul. Spencer Wiggins equals some of the
greatest soul music ever recorded.

The B-side takes us to Linda Jones territory, with
this pleasant mid-tempo ballad, what one would
call a grower. Apart from Pathfinder, Kim has also
recorded for Rojac, G.A.R, Sureshot, Chess,
Fantasy, and also Castro where we find this foot
stomping gem, 'I Don't Know What Foot To Dance
On' 101, which was big in the seventies on the
Northern scene. An up-tempo southern bouncy
stomp, with some incredible, rough, powerful
vocals from Kim. Apparently this was supposed to
have been recorded by Johnny Taylor, but it
never happened, which is just as well because
Kim turns in a mind-blowing performance. Kim's
work is very obscure, I have just the four singles,
of which one 'I'll Try To Do Better' Rojac 126, can
be found on Deep Soul Inferno, Goldmine 145.
This is also another visit to the depths of despair,
as Kim's emotion is dragged from deep inside
her, complete with storms and rain, she's
preaching for help to change her way of life.

James Carr soul classics, 'The Dark End Of The
Street' and 'Pouring Water On A Drowning Man'
are included, plus one left over that's not on his
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solo CD. It's not a throw away either, being
another brilliant deep offering, 'I Don't Want To Be
Hurt No More'. O V Wright's only Goldwax
release, before he was stolen by Backbeat,
'That's How Strong My Love Is', shows you what
a master of Southern Soul he was, one of the
standout tracks. The sleeve notes say, “The boss
of southern soul” and I can't argue with that. The
tune was later made famous by Otis Redding. My
personal favourite though is Wee Willie Walker's,
'There Goes My Used To Be', a wonderful soulful
floater. A smug tale about an old girl friend. Nice
to have this one again without the scratches.

demand around their local area. The group
moved to New York on a promise of doing some
recording for Atlantic Records, which never
materialised. Slowly the group broke up. In 1960
Hoagy began his solo singing career, performing
around New Jersey. Soon after turning solo he
landed his first recording contract, and in 1960
had his first single released on Judi '(I'm Gonna)
Cry Some Tear'/'Lighted Windows'. Manager
Robert Mellin assigned Hoagy to writer and
composer Bert Burns, who secured a deal with
MGM to release his second single 'My Tears Are
Dry'/'It's Gonna Be Morning’.

It's not all soul from the deeper side; also
represented are a variety of styles. If you like
recoded crying, driving instrumentals, soul with a
southern feel, it's all here on this CD. Top-notch
quality. A whole CD devoted to Spencer Wiggins
will feature later in the Goldwax series. Please…
sooner rather than later.
RATING (out of 5) 5 Soulboys

Early 1963 Hoagy's next stop was ABC
Paramount with 'I'm Yours'/'The Tender Years'.
His next move at last finds him at Atlantic records
were he recorded his brilliant deep offering, 'Baby
Come On Home'. Who could forget his
marvellous performance of this number at the 100
club last June, as he pleaded for his lost love to
come back to him, falling to his knees, feeling
every word, the guy was magic. He was Invited to
join the Drifters but for various reasons he turned
them down. He then moved to Italy for a spell.
Returning to New York, he signed with Laurie
Records, where he actually released more than
just the one single, five in total, amongst them
was from 1967, 'The Next In Line' Laurie 3463.
This being his most famous release in the UK,
particularly on the northern soul scene.


To continue my fascination with shoes, this month
ten more shoes from the other side of the tracks...
Roy Hall
You've Ruined My Blue Suede
SHOES
Lee Denson and Eddie Cochran New SHOES
Bo Diddley
Put Your SHOES On Willie
Johhny Cash
My SHOES Keep Walking
Back To You
Juke Boy Bonner Runnin’ SHOES
Choker Campbell Walking On My Thin Sole
SHOES
Carl Perkins
Blue Suede SHOES
Tony Allen
Rockin’ SHOES
Lloyd Arnold
Red Coat, Green Pants, Red
Suede SHOES
Jerry Lee Lewis He Can't Fill My SHOES
Johnny Burnette Clown SHOES
Waymon Brown 10 Pair SHOES
Blasters
BareFOOT Rock
Who's counting? Anymore shoe charts out there?
(The Crewcuts
SH(OE) Boom ?? – H)
SOUL DEPARTED
O C SMITH. November 23rd 2001.
O C knocked out a few good country soul things
in his lifetime.
FRANKIE GAYE. December 28th 2001.
Brother of Marvin Gaye. Recorded several
albums, but always over shadowed by Marvin.
RUFUS THOMAS. December 15th 2001.
'If I were a little dog, Rufus Thomas could walk
me". Joe Tex 'I'm a man' Dial Records.
HOAGY LANDS
It was with great sadness I learnt of the death of
Hoagy Lands, who died on the 12th January, yet
another soul great, who takes the many steps to
soul heaven. Hoagy Lands was born in New
Brunswick, New Jersey on 4 May 1936. He
formed a group at Roosevelt Junior High School
called The Dynaflows. They were in great

In 1969 he reappears on Spectrum. His recorded
career bows out in 1973 with a solitary release on
Paramount, a remake of Johnny Ace's 'Pledging
My Love' b/w 'Mary Ann'. Disillusionment due to
the lack of commercial success he disappeared
from the music scene from 1974, until being
rediscovered in 2001, via his grandson Jaheim,
new R&B (Hip Hop style) star, who would mention
his grandfather in interviews, which in turn leads
Ady Croasdell to Hoagy's whereabouts, and his
resurrection, albeit for a short time. As I said
before his performance at the 100 Club last year
will live on in the memory forever.
Acknowledgments. Interviews he did for ‘In The
Basement’ and ‘Soul Up North’ magazines.
Correction. Let’s blame the editor. Sam Cooke
sadly died in 1964, not 1961 as I stated, a silly
slip. I mean I saw him perform at the Tooting
Granada in Oct 1962, supporting Little Richard.
Wouldn't have been a very lively act, would it?
Pennies from Papard. Chuck Berry supported the
Who at the Royal Albert Hall, July 5th 1969, part
of a gala pop festival.
So until next time... Keep on keeping on.
Soulboy

☺
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more Carl Perkins tracks than any other act. I
know that many of you out there in 'Tales From
The Woods' land will violently disagree with my
strongly held view that without The Beatles,
Perkins would not have been on that famous
Chuck Berry tour back in 1964 for the simple
reason he would have had no reason to be.
Sadly, prior to that tour, which totally regenerated
his career, he was back playing the Southern
honky-tonks where he had started in the late
forties up until the time he hit big on Sun records
with ‘Blue Suede Shoes’ in 1955. By his own
admission he was on the verge of packing it in
and getting a proper job. When the rockin’ guitar
man sadly died in his sixties in 1998 (like George,
from cancer), George, along with Paul McCartney
and Ringo Starr flew out to Tennessee to attend
the funeral.

HOG
HUMOUR
A Natterjack
Toad called
Hog,
Fell in love
with a Pig in
a Bog,
Excited by
swill,
The toad got a thrill,
When he fell on the
hog’s mighty cog.

1979 would see George embark on a new career
as a producer with Hand-Made Films, the
company he formed with Dennis O’Brien. They hit
pay dirt immediately with the highly controversial
(and it must be said, somewhat abreast of the
times) ‘Life Of Brian’ featuring the Monty Python
team. Many other successful films followed
including ‘The Long Good Friday’ from 1980,
‘Time Bandits’ in 1981, ‘A Private Function’ in
1985, ‘Mona Lisa’ in 1986 and ‘Withnail And I’ in
1987. All this at a time when the British film
industry was being starved of financial and moral
support by the most barbarian government ever
seen in the lifetime of any of the 'Tales From The
Woods' readership, led of course by Philistine in
chief, Margaret Thatcher.

© The very talented
Dave Travis








'Tales
From
The
Woods' raises a glass
and says farewell to
the former Beatle,
George
Harrison,
who lost his battle
with cancer on the
29th November 2001.

The failure of the appalling Madonna/Sean Penn
vehicle ‘Shanghai Surprise’ caused a spiral in the
company’s fortunes and it was eventually wound
up in acrimony with Harrison winning an eleven
million pound lawsuit against his former partner.

Personally, I was very
pleased that virtually
all the obituaries in
the
broad sheets
following his death
mentioned, at some
considerable length,
that he was a big Carl
Perkins
fan.
Obviously, it could be heard in his guitar playing,
no matter how far he strayed from his Rock'n'Roll
roots.

The late eighties saw Harrison back in music
again forming The Travelling Wilburys with one
time member of the Electric Light Orchestra Jeff
Lynne. This band also included Tom Petty, Bob
Dylan and the late, great Roy Orbison. A couple
of successful albums followed, putting him back
on the road for the first time in eighteen years.
Within 24 hours of his death, his ashes were
taken to India to be scattered over the River
Ganges.

I doubt that barely a few who subscribe to 'Tales
From The Woods' would not have seen the video,
released in the mid-eighties, where George, along
with Dave Edmunds, Eric Clapton and the Stray
Cats amongst others, guested with Carl Perkins,
celebrating what was then thirty years of his
career. But it was clearly Harrison who was up
front with Carl enjoying himself, the esteem in
which he held him being unmistakeable.
The Beatles, of course, in their early days cut
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both in London and on Broadway.
Hawthorne’s outstanding performance made him
the choice for the part of King George III in Alan
Bennett's play ‘The Madness of George III’ and,
when made into a film, earned him an Oscar
nomination. In the humble view of the 'Tales From
The Woods' editorial board this was his finest
performance and the film has seen regular
showings at Bromley artisan Cinema Queen
Anne.
Hawthorne’s film triumphs include ‘Richard III’
with Ian McKellen, ‘Twelfth Night’ and Stephen
Spielberg's ‘Amistad’. He was awarded a
knighthood In the 1999 New Year's Honours List.



Raise a glass also to one of Britain’s finest
character actors, Nigel Hawthorne, who
departed the theatre of life recently.







Glass to be raised to trombonist Eric Allendale
who has died aged 65, one time member of The
Foundations who had a couple of major hits in the
late sixties with ‘Build Me Up Buttercup’ and ‘Now
That I Found You’.

Nigel was born in Coventry on April 5th 1929 but
by the time he was three years old the family
uprooted to South Africa. Whilst at the University
of Cape Town he took the decision that he
wanted to become an actor. This apparent
revelation did not please his parents, especially
his father, a rather elderly and very Victorian
gentleman who was exceedingly hostile towards
any form of the arts. Despite parental opposition
he made his theatrical debut at the age of 21 in a
small Cape Town production called "The Shop at
Sly Corner" which was followed up with endless
tours with a rep company, before departing to try
his luck in England.

Born in Dominica in 1936, he arrived in England
in 1954. Unusually for a Caribbean musician he
became heavily involved in the traditional jazz
sound, forming his own New Orleans Jazz
Knights around 1960. In the early sixties Allendale
became a regular face at the jam sessions held at
The Coldhorne pub on the Earls Court Road.
Once the glory days of The Foundations were
over he became a member of the soul band
Mayata.
By 1977, tiring of the music scene, he opened a
junk shop in Peckham, South London until the
lure of music took hold again, spending a number
of years working the jazz clubs in Paris with one
time Duke Ellington drummer Sam Woodyard.
Soon after returning to England in the late
eighties he suffered a brain haemorrhage in 1989
and he played only spasmodically throughout the
1990s until a stroke in 1999 made it impossible.

Upon arrival in London he found it hard to get
work. Rejection followed rejection until, forced to
work as an assistant stage manager at a small
provincial theatre in Buxton, Derbyshire, he
eventually gave up and went home to Cape
Town. Back home came a complete reversal of
fortune, finding himself in roles he could only have
dreamed of in England, in productions by the likes
of Harold Pinter, John Osborne and Cocteau.



Returning to England in 1962, alas it would be
several years before he landed anything
worthwhile. Joan Littlewood noticed him and he
became a member of her Theatre Workshop and,
from this, the Royal Court showed interest and he
then worked for them for a number of years.







Albeit belatedly, we say farewell to Eddie
Stoneman, elder brother in country music’s
Stoneman Family, who died aged 81 on the 16th
September 2001. Known as the Blue Grass
Champs before becoming the Stoneman Family,
they made their debut in the Grand Ole Opry in
1962, scoring well in the country charts with
‘Tupelo County Jail’ and ‘The Five Little Johnson
Girls’. At the peak of their popularity they hosted a
television show sent out from around 50 stations
across the United States.

Like with so many theatrical actors, Hawthorne's
big break came via television – his portrayal of Sir
Humphrey Appleby in ‘Yes, Minister’ made him a
star. Likewise with its highly successful follow up
series, ‘Yes, Prime Minister’. Now, with all doors
open to him, major productions were his,
including
George
Bernard
Shaw's
‘The
Millionairess’, Chekov's ‘Uncle Vanya’, Tom
Stoppard's ‘Hapgood’ and the part for which he
won the Tony Best Actor Award, his portrayal of
C.S. Lewis in ‘Shadowlands’, which he performed

Keith Woods
“Pearls from the Papard”
PANTOMIME, MUSIC HALL,
CAMP AND DRAG, AN
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HISTORICAL ANALYSIS

Liz Smith plays an aunt who dies when she drinks
the poison the desperate family try to give Nona
to bump her off. Les/Nona chops up the bouquet
of flowers from the aunt's coffin, adds a little salt
and vinegar and eats them - 'What's that you've
got there, Nona, a nice salad? You never go
hungry do you’ the man of the house comments
before realizing it's the funeral flowers she's
eating. In the final scene Les/Nona is sitting alone
stuffing sausage into his mouth having seen
everyone else off.

PART TWO
Drag is closely connected to camp, a form of
theatrical/gay humour that is hard to define. Mae
West was definitely 'camp'. and some say she
was actually a man in drag. Her one-liners are
legendary, and her last film 'Sextet' contained
most of them. The film was panned by the critics,
mainly because they thought it ridiculous that Mae
in her 80s should be playing a nymphomaniac,
but they entirely miss the point. Fun and ridicule is
what camp is all about, and Mae West could send
herself up. She never made a film till the 1930s
when she was already fat and forty, hardly a sex
goddess even then. She pioneered gay liberation
in the 1920s with a play about gays called 'Sex'
which was soon banned and landed her in jail.

Even Rock’n’Roll pays tribute to drag and camp.
Little Richard, who along with the late Esquerita
was very camp even in his younger days, said
that 'Lucille' was written about a drag queen
called Queen Sonya. And some of the lyrics of
Rock’n’Roll songs are pure camp. The gay
innuendos in Leiber and Stoller's 'Jailhouse Rock'
are now widely recognized - '#47 said to #3,
you're sure the cutest jailbird I ever did see', since
there were no mixed prisons this was obviously
said by a male prisoner to another male prisoner.
But The Coasters' 'Charlie Brown' always
intrigues me.... 'that's him on his knees, I know
that's him, getting 7 come 11 down in the boys
gym' (hmm, obviously some very well endowed
boys in Charlie's school!)

Mae was outrageous, and not to be outdone by
Jerry Lee she even recorded camp versions of
'Great Balls of Fire', 'Whole Lotta Shakin' Goin'
On' and other Rock’n’Roll songs, making the
lyrics even more risqué, her suggestive voice
adding a few double-entendres. I'll always
treasure that moment from Myra Breckinridge
where Mae, by now well into her 70s but looking
about 30 something in her thick make-up and
glamorous blonde wig, makes a cameo
appearance auditioning muscular young male
models. 'How big are you, sonny?' she asks one
young man. 'I'm five feet eight inches' comes the
reply. 'Never mind the 5 feet, let's talk about the
eight inches' says the septuagenarian as she
drags the hapless young man into her office.

Now look at me with a straight face and tell me
Leiber and Stoller didn't know what they were
insinuating when they wrote that line! It is as
camp as the doo-wop groups themselves, with
their loud clothes, flapping hands and
choreographed movements!

Tony “Happy Pappy” Papard

☺

☺

☺

☺

Of course, Mae wouldn't have gotten away with
that line back in the 1930s, but even so her witty
one-liners and double entendres broke the
boundaries until the American film industry finally
clamped down in the form of censorship from the
Hays Office. Mae, of course, used to write all her
own scripts, and one of her greatest partnerships
on film was with W. C. Fields, also famous for his
one-liners. Carmen Miranda was another camp
artiste of that era, with her famous headdress full
of fruit. So camp and drag go hand-in-hand, but
drag has always been a peculiarly British
variation, kept alive by our pantomime tradition.
Poor old Marc Fleming rarely finished a
pantomime season, apparently regularly sacked
for forgetting himself and swearing in front of the
kids!

Radio remained the most popular form of
entertainment until the advent of Commercial TV
in 1955, which also began to affect cinema
audiences. Before then, however, many young
people (myself included) went to the pictures at
least once a week; it was a routine and one went
more out of habit than to see a particular film or
star (although of course, everyone had their
favourites.)

One of my favourite TV plays was an Argentinean
story called 'Nona' about an old woman who ate
her family out of house and home. Les Dawson
played the old lady, and in my view it was one of
his finest performances. It is a black comedy in
which practically everyone in the family dies trying
to feed old Nona. The grand-daughter, Jane
Horrocks, goes on the game to earn extra money,

My hometown of Prescot had two cinemas at that
time. “The Palace” was formerly an old musichall theatre (at which comedian Ted Ray had
once appeared as “Nedlo the Gypsy Fiddler”) and
when it could not afford to adjust to Cinemascope
and the other new technical advances of the midfifties, it soon declined and ended up as a Bingohall.

THE 1950’S - A BIRD’S
EYE VIEW
(Part 2)

by Neil Foster
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True, the man who would light the fuse was no
teenager when world fame was suddenly thrust
upon him. Bill Haley was thirty years old when
“Rock Around The Clock” set him on his (literally)
meteoric career but he had an understanding of
and sympathy with teenagers rare in one
of his age.

Its rival, “The Lyme House”, built as a picturehouse in 1922, was a much grander affair, with an
impressive foyer, decorated with framed photos of
Hollywood stars. Even so, it did not survive the
catastrophic decline in cinema going and it is now
a supermarket.
Prices then, as I recall, were 9d and
1/3d for the front stalls, 1/9d for the
better upholstered rear stalls and 2/3d
for the circle. Under-16s were not
allowed in to “Certificate A”(“A” for
“Adult”) films unless “accompanied by a
parent or bona-fide guardian” as the
sign in the foyer and the warning on the
ticket explained. In practice, what this
meant was that hordes of kids would
hang around the cinema queues
pestering any likely looking adult or
couple without children with the
plaintive chant, “Take one in, Mister?”

Since the 50s a great deal of nonsense
has been written about the reasons for
Haley’s brief success and the rapidity of
his decline after 1957 and it is significant
to me that most of it comes either from
those who never knew the period at firsthand (Nik Cohn) or those who could never
be described as Rock’n’Roll fans (George
Melly).
Writers like these seek to perpetuate the
myth that Haley’s success was a fluke and
that as soon as the public saw him in the
actual flesh, they turned against him, or
that when Presley appeared on the scene, they
dumped him as last year’s model.

In the larger towns and cities there were other
sorts of cinemas – the “News Theatres”, smaller
and cheaper than the main ones, featuring a
programme of “shorts” - three or four cartoons, a
travelogue, Newsreel, “Look at Life” or “general
interest” film and ancient comedies like the Three
Stooges or Joe McDoakes.

I can only say that I knew no teenager in the 50s
who held such opinions: Rock’n’Roll was too new
for people to start classifying it. On the contrary, I
knew quite a few fans then who preferred Haley
to Presley! The rest of us liked both and did not
fall into the common trap of making absurd
comparisons between totally different artists.

There were three in the centre of Liverpool and at
least two survived into the mid-Sixties. One
became a “private members club”, the second a
clothes shop and the third a church!

Given the hysterical build-up to the Haley tour, the
reality was bound to be an anti-climax, especially
as his act was so short (25 minutes) with the first
half dominated by a straight dance-band (Vic
Lewis). If Haley’s management had been as
efficient as his publicity machine, there would
have been no complaints.

These cinemas were a boon to parents because
their inoffensive “all-U” offerings were entirely
suitable for children. Adults, too, found them
useful places to drop into while they waited for the
rain to go off, took a rest from shopping or filled in
time until their bus or train arrived; and because
the films were so short, it didn’t matter when you
went in or out.

None of this could have been foreseen in 1955
when all that mattered was that “R.A.T.C.” was
the most exciting sound in a bland pop chart and
the record that introduced so many (including me)
to Rock’n’Roll.
Just how revolutionary that sound was, compared
to the standard pop tunes of the time, can be
realised from looking at the Top Twenty for
December 1955, when the Haley record was
number
one.
Disregarding
Pat
Boone’s
emasculation of Domino’s “Ain’t That A Shame”,
the whole chart was dominated by show tunes
like “Hernando’s Hideaway”, “Hey There” and
“Meet Me On The Corner”, straight ballads like
“Love Is A Many Splendoured Thing” and the
inevitable seasonal cash-in: Dickie Valentine’s
“Christmas Alphabet”.

They had one other advantage, not so obvious:
they were often the only places where it was
possible to see offbeat films ignored by the big
cinema chains because of doubts about their
universal appeal. It was at one of these cinemas
in 1956 that I first saw the Goons’ classic “The
Running, Jumping and Standing Still” film and
“The Case of the Mukkinese Battlehorn”. Even in
the Sixties they were still the only places where
one could see, for example, the remarkable
independent film “It Happened Here”, about a
supposed Nazi conquest of Britain.
In 1955 came the first signs of a new form of
entertainment that would soon explode into a
worldwide craze and within a few years transform
the Music industry – Rock’n’Roll. Unlike Radio,
TV or Cinema, it was from the start aimed
exclusively at the young.

Even six months later, with the arrival of Elvis, like
a greasy express-train, singers like Ronnie Hilton,
David Whitfield, The Hilltoppers, Nat “King” Cole
and Perry Como easily held off the Rock’n’Roll
8

challenge; hardly the walkover that is often
suggested in many histories of the time.

I did have a friend who liked Rock’n’Roll but also
another who didn’t and there were always
arguments about our different tastes in music.
The Rock’n’Roll-hater once said to me that he
could not understand the appeal of Rock’n’Roll to
anyone with any intelligence and on the way to
the local record shop one day, he spat out with
extraordinary viciousness, “Oh, records! Little
lumps of black shit!” He was studying Physics
and Chemistry at a Liverpool technical college
and he soon fell under the spell of fellow students
who worshipped New Orleans Traditional Jazz, or
rather its ersatz British imitation – Ken Colyer, Cy
Laurie etc.

In spite of that, 1956 was the year it really
happened; the year we all discovered that there
was life after the “Stargazers”.
It was the year I left school and took my first job
while awaiting the G.C.E. results. My first wagepacket was £3/7/-, a whole pound of which was
mine to squander! It was the year I bought my
first record – “Blueberry Hill” and the year that my
mother bought me a portable record player.
The smell of those 78s! And the beautiful black
shine, like Cherry Blossom shoe polish! You felt
you were getting a lot for your money (5/8½d).
Later on, of course, I would buy EPs (12/10½d)
and LPs (29/11d) but nothing could ever compare
with the thrill of buying those first 78s.

I could not understand then, nor can I understand
now, why these people thought that it was
artistically more respectable to like British
imitators of American music than it was to like
American Rock’n’Rollers, especially considering
that one of their favourites, Lonnie Donegan,
borrowed both his accent and his first name from
an American (Lonnie Johnson). They seemed to
believe, too, that Jazz fans were a higher form of
life than moronic Rock’n’Rollers and, when they
started to form their own amateur Jazz bands,
displayed a purism bordering on the fanatical,
witness this actual advertisement I once saw in
the “Musicians Wanted” column of “Melody
Maker”: “Pavageau bass wanted to join Dodds
clarinet and Ory trombone”. Such people should
be Marxists, not musicians.

I used to buy them from Rushworth & Dreaper in
Liverpool, a large music-shop not far from the
library where I worked in late ’56. The 78s were
stored flat in large, multi-drawered cabinets and
you could listen to them in soundproof booths
before deciding to buy. (What happened to the
demonstration records that weren’t bought? Sold
to some unsuspecting customer, I suppose.)
I have a pleasant memory of one of the girl
assistants saying to a customer, “I want you, I
need you, I love you?” and it took me a few
seconds to realize it was a Presley record she
was talking about.

The situation in the 50s was not simple. Jazz, as
well as popular music, was in ferment and there
were heated arguments as to what was and was
not Jazz. There was a large body of Jazz fans in
the library where I worked and although they all
hated and despised Rock’n’Roll, they could not
agree all the time on Jazz! Sample crit (about
Paul Desmond, Dave Brubeck’s alto sax player)
“Altos should be blown, not breathed into!”

I don’t know if my experience is typical but I
cannot remember ever buying a record in the 50s
without hearing it first, usually on Radio
Luxembourg. I liked lots of things but at first only
bought Fats Domino and Little Richard discs.
Since, like most teenagers, I knew absolutely
nothing about the technical side of music, nor
what “Rhythm and Blues” meant, nor even that
Domino was black (!), I could only try to develop
musical taste by using my ear and gleaning such
information as I could pick up from books (Jazz),
record-sleeves and “Melody Maker” and “New
Musical Express”.

I did find some kindred spirits in the library among
the shelf attendants (the general labourers who
moved and stacked books, did odd jobs etc.)
One had quite advanced taste for the time, being
a Blues and R & B fan (he lent me “Honky Tonk”
and “Smokestack Lightnin’”) and kept me
informed of new releases, Rock’n’Roll films
showing at local cinemas etc. Another lent me
Berry’s “Roll Over Beethoven” and told me that
Little Richard had booked his suite in the Adelphi
(Liverpool’s luxury hotel). He was not to arrive
until 1962!

No one in my family shared my interest in
Rock’n’Roll. My mother remained tolerant (after
all, it was she who had bought me the record
player) but uncomprehending; my father believed
that I had abandoned my former interest in
classical and light classical music, which I had
shared with him (not true). Consequently, he
constantly attacked Fats Domino, referring to him
either as “Fatto Domino” or “Bugs Domino”. My
sister and brother (two years and four years
younger than me, respectively) were both
basically pop fans and my brother had actually
gone with my mother to see David Whitfield at the
Liverpool “Empire”.

(To be continued)
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annual Christmas 'Don't Drink and Drive'
campaign, yet allows public transport to
completely stop the very day everyone wants to
visit family and friends and have a few drinks.
Perhaps the government has taken out shares in
the mini-cab and taxi firms that charge a fortune
to convey passengers at Christmas. Even this
mode of transport is of no use if you've got to
travel 20 miles or more to and from your
destination, that's two round trips of 40 miles or
more at Christmas Day prices for any taxi you
manage to order.

The Rosecroft Club
Orpington, Kent
(junction of Chelsfield Road and St. Mary Cray
High Street)
Children by Royal appointment only!
8.00pm till 11.30pm

Friday 15th February

Hot ‘n’ Rockin’
Featuring the two Andys from Cottee and the Alleycats

Friday 1st March
Donna’s Birthday Bash with

I know from personal experience when my aged
mother lived in Welwyn Garden City,
Hertfordshire. Every year Christmas was a
nightmare. If I could have travelled to her place
Christmas Day and back again that evening,
everything would have been fine, but her local
buses were withdrawn not only Christmas Day,
but every Sunday and public holiday, so that
included Boxing Day. One year I had to travel with
my cat on the day before Christmas Eve, which
fell on a Sunday, and stay four nights till the day
after Boxing Day when transport was running
again. Only trouble was my mother only had a
single bed, and no sofa. I was very fortunate to be
able to book a visitors' room in her sheltered
accommodation for the 4 nights, but there was
only one such room for two blocks of flats, so
other residents' relatives were not so lucky.

Number Nine
Friday 15th March

The prowlers
Reward
For the recovery of my records which were stolen,
also records wanted – phone Pete 01322 407110

☺
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Mr Angry Has His Say
(The next in an occasional series)

If my mother visited me, there were similar
problems. I had to take Christmas Eve day off
work (unless it fell on a weekend) in order to be
home when she arrived, and she had to stay
overnight at least three nights before she could
travel back home. She rarely sleeps well away
from home, but there was simply no alternative.

Travel Trauma
One day in the 1980s some Bolshie Union leader,
or possibly an over-paid manager in Britain's then
nationalised transport industry, got out of bed the
wrong side and tried to think of ways to cause the
most chaos and inconvenience to the travelling
public. Strikes and fare rises are all very well, but
how to REALLY F**K everyone up on a
permanent basis?

Switch to Paris in 1991 which I visited at
Christmas with my mother. Before buying a carnet
of tickets for the Metro for our few day’s stay, I
thought I'd better check with hotel reception
whether the Metro was running on Christmas
Day. ”I'm terribly sorry,” apologised the
Receptionist, “but I'm afraid on Christmas Day
there is only one Metro train every 15 minutes.” I
was flabbergasted, this was more frequent than
the service on some London Underground lines
on a normal working day!

Well, think of a time of year when everyone
travels around the country to visit family, when
everyone who is not totally teetotal enjoys a drink
or two - Christmas, the ideal time of year to stage
a yearly closedown of all public transport
networks in the UK. Force the drunken bastards
into their cars, who cares how many die or are
injured in Christmas road accidents? Condemn
millions of aged mothers to spend Christmas
alone because relatives cannot get to see them
on that day. Generally make the day as miserable
as possible for as many people as possible and
cause as much chaos and mayhem as possible.

Well, Paris is a big city in a country that sets great
store by its public transport. How about smaller
places? I visited a small town in Germany on the
Rhine one Christmas with my partner. We were
pleasantly surprised to find trams and buses
running even there throughout Christmas Day.
Some of us can remember when it was that way
here. We used to regularly use public transport to
visit relatives on Christmas Day. True, it used to
start winding-down about 4 p.m., but at least you
could get to your destination even if you had to
stay overnight.

Years ago there used to be transport on
Christmas Day. I believe in London it was even
free one year, so concerned were the authorities
that people shouldn't drink and drive. Now the
government spends a great deal of money on its
10

them to wake up to find just a few oranges and
Mars bars in their Christmas stockings one year,
and perhaps one decent present costing no more
than £20. Mummy and Daddy could tell the
spoiled brats the rest of the money usually spent
on them has gone to a charity to help starving
children in the Third World.

I am a strong believer in a federal Europe, and
happen to believe that most European countries
have far more sensible laws and policies on a
whole range of issues. Therefore, I can't wait for
an edict from Brussels or Strasbourg that obliges
all member states to run public transport 365
days a year (366 in leap years) even in the
smallest village, and 24 hours a day in big towns
and cities.

If we are going to have this pagan midwinter
Festival every year dressed up as a
Christian/commercial festival, at least let's do it
right. It is no use taking all the public transport off
Christmas Day, telling people not to Drink and
Drive, and then not even making Christmas Eve a
public holiday too. All that does is encourage
mass absenteeism Christmas Eve as people
desperately try to reach distant relatives before
the transport winds down, and positively
encourages drunken drivers on to the roads after
a few Christmas drinks, if only to drive mother
home for a good night's sleep.

Furthermore, if a hapless driver can be convicted
for falling asleep at the wheel, running off an
inadequately protected motorway on to an equally
inadequately protected railway line, and thereby
causing a disastrous rail crash involving two
trains, even though he tried to use his mobile
phone to call for help and prevent an accident,
then why should couldn't-give-a-damn public
transport managers escape justice? They should
be charged with corporate manslaughter for every
death over the normal daily average at Christmas
time for forcing the general public into their cars,
sometimes on icy roads, when many of them
have been enjoying a few Christmas drinks.

The whole attitude towards public transport in this
country is totally irresponsible, especially at
Christmas when public transport is needed more
than at any other time of year.

It is not as if it was difficult to arrange for essential
public services to run on Christmas Day. I once
worked for what was then Post Office Overseas
Telegrams. We were listed to work Christmas
every now and again. It was no problem
whatsoever getting someone else to do this duty if
you wanted the day off, people who lived on their
own or didn't celebrate Christmas were falling
over themselves to do Christmas Day shifts. For a
start the shift was only 6 hours - 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
or 3 p.m. till 9 p.m. For these 6 hours you got
double pay and a full 8-hour day off in lieu later
on. Many people did a double shift Christmas
Day, from 9 a.m. till 9 p.m., getting 12 hours at
double rate and two full days off in lieu. I suspect
the various privatised transport companies don't
want to pay double rates with time off in lieu, but if
the Government gave a generous subsidy instead
of wasting all that money trying to convince
millions of people to have a teetotal Christmas it
would be money better spent.

Tony Papard (written Christmas Eve, 2001)
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The Complete Saturday Club and Top Gear
BBC Sessions – Jerry Lee Lewis
23 recordings from Jerry Lee’s three appearances on
“Saturday Club” between April and November 1964
plus the December 24th “Top Gear” session. Remastered from best available sources (Reel to Reel
discoveries). Tracks include;
The Saints, No Particular Place To Go, White
Christmas, I’m On Fire, Your Cheating Heart, Down The
Line and others.
Special fifty minutes plus CD-R of classic Jerry Lee.
Available for £5.99 exclusively to 'Tales From The
Woods' readers from Barrie Gamblin, 16 Milton
Road, Wimbledon, London SW19 8SE.
Many other shows available including TV
appearances from 1964 to 1965 – U.K. “Ready,
Steady, Go”, U.S. “Shindig” and “No One But Me”
from “Be My Guest”, 1964.
Other artists available are Del Shannon (Half Moon,
Putney), Carl Perkins (The Venue, London 1980).
S.A.E. for lists.

Some of us think Christmas is a pain in the
backside anyway - all the hype starting in
September, and then what has now become over
a week of Sundays in a row with a load of rubbish
on TV, no access to real worldwide news, and a
big anticlimax on Christmas Day itself which turns
out to be just like any other day except you're
likely to get a load of unwanted presents to be
dumped on other people during the next year.
After all, if I needed something I'd go out and buy
it. What I don't have I usually don't bloody want! I
tend to agree with Scrooge - Christmas?
Humbug! OK for kids, but that's about all, and
even they are spoiled brats expecting computers
and DVD players costing hundreds or even
thousands of pounds. It wouldn't hurt a few of

☺
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CONFESSIONS OF A BOOT
SALE ADDICT

It doesn’t pay to wait politely while a car booter
slowly empties his boot, as someone else – most
likely a dealer of the Vinnie Jones school of
diplomacy - will likely as not get to the best finds
ahead of you. As a result I have often been told to
piss off as I ask the familiar question: “Any
records?” The usual answer to my question –
other than a mumbled “No” – is “Only a criminal
one mate.”

By Nick Cobban
(alias the Peter Pan of P.R.)
Yes it’s true. For many years I have been
addicted to car boot sales. I have forced myself
awake at 5.30am on a Sunday morning so that I
can be there when the car boots open and their
contents are revealed.

Now and again the seller will be a middle-aged
man or woman selling off the discs of their youth,
or possibly their teenage son trying to make a
quick bob or two. Often their records are truly junk
– Max Bygraves must top the list in this
department – but persistence and patience will
occasionally be rewarded with a 50s or 60s
collection that has been well cared for.

My goal, naturally, is records – not just any
records but desirable, collectable records from
the 50s and 60s. Of course I wouldn’t turn my
nose up at a nice mint blues reissue but the real
thrill of the hunt is that rarity on London or
Stateside or HMV that I can take home and
admire at my leisure.

Over the years I’ve had my fair share of
successes. My record collection has increased at
least four fold and I now have most of the more
common 45s and LPs from the 50s and 60s. Not
all of them are in tiptop condition and I’m always
on the lookout for a better copy of those. It’s those
real rarities than give me the greatest kick. The
‘Record Collector Rare Record’ guide is an
invaluable source of information as to value and
rarity and I carry it with me everywhere.
Unfortunately the same applies to many car
booters these days, who think that they know how
much a record should sell for. Nevertheless, with
a bit of persuasion they usually drop their prices
and on the whole I tend to pay around 50p for a
single and £1 for an LP, so the outlay isn’t too
great. I’m mostly interested in vinyl, although I
might occasionally buy a blues or soul CD – but
never for more than £2.

Over the years I have experienced many
depressing mornings when I have returned home
with nothing. But the excitement of finding a really
juicy collection of singles or a stack of 60s LPs is
worth the agony of those damp cold mornings
when I could, and really should, have stayed in
bed.
The boot sale addiction came on me gradually. It
started with a leisurely stroll on a Sunday morning
to my local boot sale in Barnet at about 11
o’clock. Occasionally I would find something of
vague interest but often it was a fruitless exercise.
One morning I came across a nice collection of
Atlantic soul 45s, but I was dismayed to learn that
the really collectable stuff – dozens of London
rock and roll records apparently – had been
bought by a dealer hours earlier. Clearly I had to
rethink my Sunday mornings if I was to succeed
in building up my collection. I had to think and act
like a dealer. I had to get up earlier of course. And
instead of just ignoring anything that didn’t fit into
my collection – the Beatles or Stones for
example, or some obscure prog LP – I had to buy
anything that was collectable, knowing that I
could always trade it for something I wanted as
long as the condition was good.

So what are my best finds? In terms of value it’s
‘Zoot Suit’ on Fontana by the High Numbers (later
the Who) which I picked up for 20p and which is
listed as being worth £300. I must get round to
selling that some day. Other nice singles include
‘Since I Met You Baby’ by Ivory Joe Hunter on
Columbia (£165), ‘Rocket’ by Joe Bennett and the
Sparkletones on HMV (£140), ‘Mr Lee’ by the
Bobbettes on London (£45), a demo of ‘Let’s
Rock While The Rockin’s Good’ by Little Willie
John on Parlophone (£50), and Jan and Arnie’s
‘Jennie Lee’ on London (£40).

Every Sunday I would visit up to half a dozen
different boot sales before 8am, and in the
summer there would be Saturday boot sales as
well to visit. I would scan the local papers for
daytime boot sales and jumble sales in the hope
that I could outwit the record dealers who I would
meet regularly every week and who, more often
than not, would grab the tastiest items from under
my nose. Most regular boot sale buyers are a little
insane, many of them resembling characters from
a Dickens novel as they sift through the junk of
someone else’s life, and it would often amuse me
to watch them in action. No doubt they thought I
was mad as well but it didn’t matter as long as I
found something worthwhile.

Many of the more valuable LPs I’ve picked up
have been later UK prog and rock albums which I
have traded with dealers, but I’ve been lucky
enough to pick up original London LPs by Little
Richard, Eddie Cochran, Fats Domino and Ricky
Nelson among others. As a soul fan, almost in the
Soulboy league, I have also acquired many Stax,
Motown and other soul LPs through early morning
boot sales – Sam and Dave, Wilson Pickett,
Chuck Jackson and Gene Chandler among them.
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perennial John Peel; the grungy granddad has
been with Radio 1 since its formation back in ’67,
presenting his show these days 22:00 through to
midnight Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday on
BBC Radio 1. Tuesday nights have Mary Anne
Hobbs presenting the Radio 1 Rock Show from
midnight through to 02:00.
BBC Radio 2
22:00 to 22:30 Sounds of the Seventies with
Steve Harley

These days, having met a new partner who
doesn’t share my enthusiasm for old music, I
don’t attend as many car boot sales as once I did,
but I still visit charity shops and second hand
clearance shops whenever I can. Most charity
shops cosy relationships with dealers so the
better records seldom appear on the shelves. But
luck does occasionally strike. Not long ago I
found ‘That’s My Little Suzie’ by Ritchie Valens on
London (£30) in a charity shop and the
Flamingoes’ ‘Nobody Loves Me Like You’ on Top
Rank (£25) – both in mint condition. And a local
junk shop turned up a rare, if crap, Tamla Motown
single by Billy Eckstine worth £50. So anything is
possible.

Wednesday –
BBC Radio 2
19:00 to 20:00 New
Country
with
Nick
barraclough
20:00 to 21:00 Folk, Roots and Acoustic with
Mike Harding
21:00 to 22:00 Soul Solutions with Mica Paris
a mix of vintage, classic and contemporary soul
22:00 to 22:30 Liverpool the New Wave with
Janice Long
The Liverpool music scene, past and present
BBC Radio 3
22:15 to 00:05 Late Junction with Verity Sharp
More world music.

My boot sale addiction may be temporarily on
hold but it still lurks under the surface, waiting to
re-emerge when the weather warms up. To any
TFTW reader who fancies building up their
collection my advice is simple; go without sleep
and think like a dealer.
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'Tales From The Woods'
Information Page

Thursday –
BBC Radio 2
19:00 to 20:00 Country with Whispering Bob
Harris
20:00 to 21:00 Blues Show with Paul Jones
21:00 to 22:00 Rockin’ With Suzi Q. Rock'n'Roll
with Suzi Quatro
BBC Radio 2
22:15 to 00:05 Late Junction with Verity Sharp
Yet more world music.

Good old Auntie Beeb beats the commercial
stations hands down when it comes to presenting
programmes of interest to the wide selection of
people who subscribe to your wonderful 'Tales
From The Woods'. Listed below are programmes
which appear weekly on the old steam radio;
Saturday –
BBC Radio 2
08:05 to 10:00 Sounds of the Sixties with Brian
Matthews
BBC Radio 3
16:00 to 17:00 Jazz Line-Up with Stacey Kent
17:00 to 18:00 Jazz Record Requests with
Geoffrey Smith

Friday –
BBC Radio 2
22:30 to 23:30 Andy Kershaw
this guy does it all – world music, jazz, Cajun,
soul, Rock'n'Roll, blues, zydeco, country and
Icelandic clog dancing
23:30 to 01:00 Jazz On 3 with John Taylor

Sunday –
BBC Radio 2
22:00 to 23:00 The Age of Swing with Malcolm
Laycock

Commercial radio
Sadly not a great deal to recommend except;
Jazz FM Saturday – 10:00 to 13:00
Blues Show with Paul Jones
Jazz FM Sunday – 17:00 to 19:00
Mainstream Jazz with Campbell Burnap
Local radio
BBC London 94.9 Saturday – 20:00 to 22:00
world music plus blues, country etc. with Charlie
Gillet

Monday –
BBC Radio 2
21:00 to 22:00 Jazz Diaries with Chris Barber
22:00 to 22:30 Big Band Special with Stacey
Kent
BBC Radio 3
22:30 to 00:05 Late Junction with Verity Sharp
Radio 3 is now the spiritual home of world music.
Finally able to shake off its elitist and snobbish
image several programmes on 3 now showcase
jazz and world music.

If there is anything which any of you feel should
be included that the 'Tales From The Woods'
editorial board may not know about, please let us
know e.g. whether on regional, commercial or
BBC Radio. Tell us and we’ll include it.

Keith Woods

Tuesday –
Martha’s Muffins fans will no doubt tune into the

(For a start, you’ve missed all the output of
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Finally free, Mr. Pernicky crashed into holly
bushes. The sharp leaves scratched his entire
body and now, without the protection of his
shorts, a holly branch penetrated his rectum. To
make matters worse, on landing, his pocketknife
penetrated his thigh.

Capital Gold 1548 AM – when they’re not
covering damn football – H)

☺

☺

☺

☺

Ronnie Scott’s
47 Frith Street
020 7439 0767
Monday 11th February
to
Saturday 16th February

Mr. Hawkins, seeing his friend in considerable
pain and agony, threw him a rope to pull him to
safety by tying the rope to the pickup truck and
slowly driving away. However, in his drunken
haste/state, he put the truck into reverse and
crashed through the fence landing on his friend
and killing him. Police arrived to find the crashed
pickup with its driver thrown 100 feet from the
truck and dead at the scene from massive internal
injuries. On moving the truck, they found John
under it half-naked, scratches on his body, holly
stick in his rectum, knife in his thigh, and shorts
dangling from a tree branch 25 feet in the air.

Ike Turner
The 'Tales From The Woods' editorial board
will be reserving a table for Friday 15th
February. Those who wish to share the
(illustrious – H) editor’s table, please contact
Keith Woods as soon as possible. Contact
details on the back page.

☺

☺

☺

☺

☺

☺

☺

☺
Shepherd’s Bush Empire
Shepherd’s Bush Green
Wednesday 13th February
020 7771 2000

Back in July and August, we printed details of the
recipients of the Darwin Awards, for those people
who managed to eliminate themselves before
contributing further to the gene pool. So, to keep
you, dear reader, abreast of world news…

Sam Moore

THIS YEAR'S WINNER OF THE
DARWIN AWARD
(U.S.A.DIVISION)

Shaky Lee’s February
Flashbacks

(The late) John Pernicky and his friend, (the late)
Sal Hawkins, of the great state of Washington,
decided to attend a local Metallica concert at the
George Washington amphitheatre. Having no
tickets (but having had 18 beers between them),
they thought it would be easy to "hop" over the
nine-foot fence and sneak into the show. They
pulled their pickup truck over to the fence and the
plan was for Mr. Pernicky, (who was 100-pounds
heavier than Mr. Hawkins) to hop the fence and
then assist his friend over.

Last month’s reflection on one of Chuck Berry’s
finest hours brings us to one of his worst just two
years later. On 22nd February 1975 the show at
Manchester’s Free Trade Hall began brightly with
‘Roll Over Beethoven’, ‘Sweet Little Sixteen’,
‘Little Queenie’, ‘Around And Around’ and ‘Reelin’
And Rockin’. Fatally, he then invited half a dozen
dancers to join him on stage and, predictably, four
times as many swarmed on. In a fit of pique,
Chuck stormed off stage less than thirty minutes
into his act, causing scores of fans to besiege the
manager’s office demanding refunds.

Unfortunately for (the late) Mr. Pernicky, there
was a 30 foot drop on the other side of the fence.
Having heaved himself over he found himself
crashing through a tree. His fall was abruptly
halted (and broken, along with his arm) by a large
branch that snagged him by his shorts. Dangling
from the tree with a broken arm, he looked down
and saw some bushes below him. Possibly
figuring the bushes would break his fall, he
removed his pocket knife and proceeded to cut
away his shorts to free himself from the tree.
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teenage bride Myra and the gun incident outside
Graceland.

By contrast, the month of February saw two
terrific Manchester shows from Jerry Lee Lewis.
In 1977, at the King’s Hall, Belle Vue, Linda Gail
opened up before the main man strode on and it
was straight into ‘Down The Line’. The Killer
showed that he was ready to rock, and rock he
did, even continuing to perform without batting an
eyelid in the midst of a brief mini stage invasion
by a bunch of over enthusiastic fans. After an
hour and a half of the best of Jerry Lee, a lengthy
coupling of ‘Whole Lotta Shakin’ Goin’ On’ and
‘Boogie Woogie Country Man’ concluded a hot
show on a cold, cold night.

February’s birthdays, Kats and Kittens, include;
3rd
7th
7th
8th
10th
10th
11th
11th
11th
12th
12th

Incidentally, at this show I was seated next to a
Daily Express reporter called Derek Hornby who
had never witnessed a Lewis show before, but
who was so impressed by what he saw and heard
that he joined the fan club.

13th

Three years later at the Apollo, Jerry Lee
somehow surpassed his ’77 show, beginning with
‘Rockin’ My Life Away’. During ‘There Must Be
More To Love Than This’, a slight problem with
the mike brought an impromptu humorous verse
about “There must be more to microphones than
this”. A couple of rockers followed before a roar
went up from the crowd as he wrenched the lid
from the piano and hurled it across the front of the
stage. In good voice and pounding the keys as
only he can, his reaction to a small gang of
‘rockabilly rebels’ chanting ‘Ol’ Black Joe’ was to
perform a complete rendition of the cult song,
which I’d never seen him do before. Full-length
versions of ‘Great Balls Of Fire’ and ‘Whole Lotta
Shakin’ ended a superb set and brought the
house down.

17th
18th

16th
16th
17th

20th
22nd
22nd
22nd
26th
26th
29th

Jukebox Rock'n'Roll – Ray Coleman (1933)
Uranium Rock – Warren Smith (1932) –
Died 30/1/80
Along Came Jones – King Curtis (1934) –
Died 13/8/71
Linda Lu – Ray Sharpe (1938)
Zydeco ‘Round The World – Rockin’
Dopsie (1932) – Died 26/8/93
I Got Burned – Ral Donner (1943) – Died
6/4/84
Cat Man – Gene Vincent (1935) – Died
12/10/71
Monster Mash – Boris Pickett (1940)
You Promised Me Love – Earl Lewis [The
Channels] (1941)
A Hundred Pounds Of Clay – Gene
McDaniels (1935)
Koko Joe – Sonny Bono (1935) – Died
5/1/98
Blackberry Boogie – Tennessee Ernie Ford
(1919) – Died 17/10/91
Honky Tonk – Bill Doggett (1916)
Breathless – Otis Blackwell (1932)
It’s All In The Game – Tommy Edwards
(1922) - Died 22/10/69
Tossin’ And Turnin’ – Bobby Lewis (1933)
Wish Someone Would Care – Irma
Thomas (1941)
Come Softly To Me – Barbara Ellis [The
Fleetwoods] (1940)
Mother-In-Law – Ernie K-Doe (1936) –
Died 5/7/01
Itchy Twitchy Feeling – Bobby Hendricks
(1938)
Gibson Martin Fender – Mick Green (1943)
The Big Beat – Fats Domino (1928)
I Walk The Line – Johnny Cash (1932)
Mr Blue – Gretchen Christopher [The
Fleetwoods] (1940)

Live Rock'n'Roll this month at the Ivy House,
Southampton
Row,
Holborn
with
The
Houserockers on Saturday 16th and at Camden
Town Workers Club with Huelyn Duvall on
Saturday 23rd. (Further plug elsewhere in this
issue – H)
Teddy Boy Wilkinson

☺

☺

☺

☺

Rhythm Riot (part 2)
Friday

A few days later, Jerry performed these last two
numbers solo on BBC TV’s “Blue Peter” and also
appeared on Granada’s “Live From Two” where
he chatted genially to presenter Billy Butler about

(Woods gets up earlier than Bunter)
My very good friend and esteemed 'Tales From
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The Woods' contributor, Hardrock Bunter (a.k.a.
Bryan Clark) covered part one, the Saturday and
Sunday events, last month in his usual erudite
manner. This month, in part two, I shall attempt to
occupy Bryan’s shoes by reviewing the headliners
of the first evening of the festivities.

Gottle og
geer. Keeg’s
a great guy.

Chuck Rio, one time sax man of the legendary
Champs, he who wrote ‘Tequila’, hit the
bandstand around midnight, backed up by Big
Boy Bloater’s outfit (as were all the headlining
American acts over the weekend). His wife was at
his side whom, shall we say, was more than a
little younger than Chuck. Her task was to add the
odd back up vocal, toss out sombreros into the
hands of the eager audience and to act as a feed
for the jokes between numbers, allowing her
husband to take a much needed breather. I am
told that some of these mostly one-liners were
very witty but, from where I stood, right down
front, centre stage, I could not hear a damn thing
so I am in no position to comment
(It’s called old age, Keith – H).

Keith practising his ventriloquism act with his new
Chuck Rio doll

The following afternoon, taking in the surprisingly
pleasant winter sun around the quaint old town of
Rye, I caught sight of Chuck sitting on a bench
chatting to a couple of very elderly ladies outside
the Post office. If either of these sweet old dears
had any idea who he was or, indeed, who the
Champs were, I have no idea. I gate crashed this
little party and Chuck came across, in those all
too brief minutes, as a genuinely nice man. Not
too happy with modern day Los Angeles,
idealistically fallen in love with the pretty little
Sussex town of Rye, his wife by all accounts was
rushing around the shops buying up every
memento she could possibly carry. He smiled
gently when I suggested that not all of England is
like Rye and we have our mean streets as well,
possibly too many for a country of our size. He
also seemed to be very pleased with the way the
show had gone the previous evening, we shook
hands and I left him to chatter with his elderly
admirers.
Kenny ‘Blue Boss’ Wayne finally hit the stage at
well past 2 a.m., after a longish audience
walkabout. You know what? The guy’s voice
sounds even more powerful out amongst the
crowd than it does on stage, singing through a
radio mike and playing his bizarre hand held
mouth keyboard. I have seen this man now on
several occasions – ‘Rhythm Riot’ a couple of
years back, ‘100 Club’ and with modern blues
man Joe Louis Walker at ‘Bishopstock’ (now there
is a festival we are not likely to hear of again). He
just gets better and better. Once up on stage and
seated at a conventional; keyboard, Kenny let fly
with ‘Pinetop Boogie Woogie’, gradually phasing
into ‘Jump For Joy’. His infectious stage manner,
coupled with his obvious enthusiasm had the still
packed hall doing just that.

Chuck Rio is a rather fragile looking 72 year old,
encumbered also by an obvious severe hearing
loss (you see what I mean Keith? – H) performed
what we all wanted to hear – ‘Chariot Rock’,
‘Train To Nowhere’, ‘Margarita’, ‘Sombrero’, and
‘Rancho Rock’, breaking up the line of
instrumentals to take lead vocals on ‘Don’t Go
Pretty Baby’ before taking the ‘Night Train’ out of
the station and, of course, ‘Tequila’. The old fella
seemed to be delighted to be there, obviously
enjoying himself. Personally, I felt it lacked any
real passion, condition more than age not being
on his side. The chance of him coming back is
indeed extremely remote and I was there to
witness the one occasion he ever played in the
UK – that is all that really matters.
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☺
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CD & SHOW REVIEW
Hi there, Kats and Kittens. It’s Boppin’
Bryan (a.k.a. Hard Rock Bunter, a.k.a.
Bryan Clark) with a look at some recent
rockin’ CD releases and a look back at the
Rockers reunion Bash
Show Review – Rockers Reunion, Rivermead
Leisure Centre, Reading – 19th January 2002
The boogie Blues Boss simply did not let up ‘Don’t Knock Upon My Door’, ‘Little Boy Boogie’,
slowing the pace for ‘Nadine’ (no, not Chuck
Berry’s ditty but his own composition). The Fats
Domino influence on Kenny is unquestionable
and he never fails to include a couple of Fats’
numbers in his shows, tonight naturally being no
exception. ‘I’m In Love Again’ and a Fats style
‘Jambalaya’ were included during his 75-minute
set. Kenny really let loose with ‘Rock This Room’
before leaving the stage, heading out amongst
the audience. Joined by his sax man, he went for
a walkabout workout on ‘Saints Go Marching In’
with much of the crowd joining in, even one-time
wild child, now a sweet old gentleman with a fawn
four button cardigan, Paul Sandford providing an
impromptu second line strut whilst tossing his
baseball cap high into the air with his left hand,
catching it with his right.

The Rockers Reunion Winter Dance Party is
generally regarded as the first major Rock'n'Roll
event of the year and the 2002 get together will
go down as one of the all-time best. Some of the
best of British acts were on view along with two
very special American visitors. So, who were the
artistes that made this year’s “piss-up” so
enjoyable?
I arrived at the venue too late to catch the
opening acts Johnnie Fox and the Hunters and
the Rockin’ Crusaders, but the widely held
opinion was that they got the show off to a good
start. The first live action for me was provided by
Darrel Higham and the Enforcers who were on
typically good form with selections such as Gene
Summers’ ‘Fancy Dan’, Alvis Wayne’s ‘Sleep
Rock'n'Roll Baby’ and an interesting Ricky Nelson
choice ‘My One Desire’. A big Eddie Cochran fan,
Darrell’s very presence and guitar style remind
you of Albert Lea’s finest and a few Cochran
goodies were featured (‘Somethin’ Else’ was
especially great) and there was also a nod to
Eddie’s great buddy Gene Vincent with ‘She, She,
Little Sheila’. Darrell’s guitar dexterity was fully
demonstrated in a version of Joe Maphis’ ‘Rockin’
Gypsy’ which many of us will have seen Larry
Collins play at Hemsby. For an encore Darrell
bade farewell (for now) with a rockabilly take on
the King’s ‘Burning Love’. A fine performer, catch
him if you can.
(For instance, Sunday 10th March at the
Beauwaters Rock'n'Roll Club, Nelson Road,
Northfleet. Pete Bruce will be glad to take your
£5.00 and there’s loads of room for dancing – H)

Be there next year? You bet!

Keith Woods
☺

☺

☺

☺

Beauwaters Rock'n'Roll Club
Nelson Road, Northfleet
Children by Royal appointment only!
8.00pm till 11.30pm

Sunday 10th February

The jive romeros
Sunday 24th February

The Moontrekkers are/were connected with the
legendary producer Joe Meek who recorded them
in the early sixties at his Holloway Road flat in
North London (if I’m not mistaken, they had a
couple of singles released on HMV). Anyhow, an
original Trekker, keyboardist Peter Knight along
with Paul Mitchell on lead guitar, Steve Didn’tcatch-his-surname on bass guitar and Max
Temple on drums entertained the crowd with a
selection of classic instrumentals from the golden
period of the late fifties/early sixties. Therefore
you heard things like ‘Red River Rock’, ‘Telstar’,

The toppkatz
Sunday 10th March

Darrel higham and the
enforcers
Admission: £4.00 members, £5.00 non-members
01322 407110 or 01474 359222
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‘Diamonds’ and ‘Sleepwalk’ (even ol’ Max got a
feature with Sandy Nelson’s ‘Drums Are My
Beat’), all very capably done, and of course, their
“greatest hit” ‘The Night Of The Vampire’. They
finished with the ‘Theme From The Man With The
Golden Arm’ and a loose version of ‘Green
Onions’ but they left the stage only to polite
applause - a shame as they provided a pleasant
contrast to the harder Rock'n'Roll/rockabilly that
dominated the bill.

Lonnie Mack – From Nashville to Memphis –
(Ace CHD 807)
Soul Serenade | Any Day Now | Nashville | No
More Pain | Blues Twist Pts 1 & 2 | Tonky-GoGo | She Don’t Come Here Anymore | Honky
Tonk ’65 | Buckaroo | I Left My Heart In San
Francisco | Omaha | Crying Over You |
Coastin’ | When I’m Alone | The Circus Song |
Are You Guilty? | Wildwood Flower | Don't
Make My Baby Blue | Down In The Dumps |
Teacha | Doggin’ | Instrumental No. 1 | I’m So
Satisfied | Goodbye Baby Goodbye | Memphis

The first time I saw Rocky Burnette and Paul
Burlison was at the Hemsby weekender in
October 2000 (then, as tonight, with Darrell and
the Enforcers behind them) and on that occasion I
was slightly disappointed inasmuch as the overall
sound was as loose as a goose. Tonight however
couldn’t have been more different. The band was
as tight as a duck’s you know what. (Why all
these ornithological euphemisms Mr C? – H).
Billed as a tribute to Rocky’s legendary dad, the
troupe positively roared through Johnny B’s finest
moments in which Burlison originally participated
all those years ago at Bradley’s Barn. ‘Lonesome
Train’, ‘Rockabilly Boogie’, ‘Tear It Up’, ‘Honey
Hush’, ‘Train Kept A Rollin’, ‘Please Don’t Leave
Me’, it was one bombshell after another. Rocky
also paid tribute to Elvis who would have been 67
(!) on January 8th had he lived, with ‘That’s Alright‘
and acknowledged pa’s Liberty period with
‘You’re Sixteen’. Darrell and the Enforcers
weighed in with a superb ‘Sweet Love On My
Mind’. Excellent performance, top marks all
round.

Here’s a solid 26-pack from Ace that seems to
mop up the balance of Lonnie Mack’s output for
the Cincinnati based Fraternity label, the rest of
which are found on the Ace CDs “Lonnie On The
Move” (CDCH 352) and “Memphis Wham” (CHD
713),
collections
which
I
unreservedly
recommend (that is if you haven’t got them
already and I’m sure they nestle in your
instrumental section). Twelve of the tracks are
previously un-issued although not all of the 26 are
credited solely to the master of the Gibson Flying
V, Rock'n'Roll division. On a handful, Mack is
accompanist to a variety of singers and, on one
1966 release, he goes under a nom-de-plume.
Anyway, Lonnie the back-up player is heard on a
relatively undistinguished 1964 outing featuring
the Charmaines, a female vocal group signed to
Fraternity at the time, entitled ‘Goodbye Baby
Goodbye’; better is the bluesy ‘I’m So Satisfied’
from the previous year, sung by Max Falcon (alias
songwriter Malcolm Falconer). ‘Soul Serenade’
and ‘Any Day Now’ from ’66 were issued on
Fraternity 960 as by Beau Dollar and the Coins
whose bass player, Jimmy Orton, does his best
Chuck Jackson impression on ‘Any Day Now’.
The instrumental A-side was endorsed by pirate
radio jock (and occasional thespian) Mike Raven,
who used it to open up his R&B shows on Radios
390 and One (aah, sweet memories). Denny
‘Dumpy’ Rice, a fine pianist who has graced many
a Lonnie Mack album through the years to now,
has three tracks with a main credit. Two of these,
the Champs-ish ‘Teacha’ and the slower
‘Instrumental No. 1’ are unleashed for the first
time while the third, a superb up tempo blues
called ‘Doggin’ first hit the streets in ’64.

As often happens, Crazy Cavan and the Rhythm
Rockers closed out the proceedings. The world’s
number one long standing Ted band ran through
such classics as ‘My Little Sister’s Got A
Motorbike’, ‘Boppin’n’Shakin’, ‘Stompin’ Shoes’,
and of course ‘Old Black Joe’ to a rapturous
response. And that was it for another year; time
for the Rivermead staff to clear up the bottles,
cans, bodies etc. See you in 2003!!

Turning now to the
instrumentals
featuring
Lonnie in this particular
feast, ‘Memphis’ needs
little introduction; it’s the
song that made a star of
Lonnie Mack, at least on
this side of the pond, in
1963. To me, it’s not so
much a version of the
Chuck Berry classic, more
an
interpretation,
a

Bunter and Gunther (apparently)
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Swear By Stars Above’ (not the Ben E King song)
and ‘Little Miss Blue’ were released on a Starline
single in ’62; both these songs are attractive midtempo items and, as with ‘Genavee’, ‘I Swear By
Stars Above’ has a real Ral Donner look about it.
From mid 1962 to 1966, Narvel made a series of
recordings at Roland Janes’ Sonic studios (the
Bear Family CD “Memphis Days” refers) and, on
breaking away, he began a seven-year
association with the Hi label.

variation on a theme. But the overall effect was,
and nearly 40 years on remains, as potent as
ever. Also there’s a version of Bill Doggett’s
‘Honky Tonk’ souped up and customised for ’65,
‘Coastin’, whose riff formed the basis of the song
‘Satisfy Suzie’ (heard on the “Strike Like
Lightning” album) while ‘I Left My Heart In San
Francisco’ (yes, THAT one!) is given a swingin’ lilt
in mid-tempo. The riff for ‘Buckaroo’ puts me in
mind of the (so called) Fab Four’s ‘I Feel Fine’
and ‘Nashville’ has a nice funky groove. Among
the un-issued goodies are alternate takes of
‘Down In The Dumps’, ‘Wildwood Flower’ and
‘Don't Make My Baby Blue’ which are slightly
more tentative than the issued takes, not
surprisingly in the case of the latter two as these
are first attempts.
In addition to having an incendiary guitar
technique, Mack is also blessed with a plaintive,
soulful singing voice, heard to great advantage on
ballads such as ‘Crying Over You’, ‘When I’m
Alone’, the countrified ‘Are You Guilty?’ and
especially ‘She Don’t Come Here Anymore’. So
Kats and Kittens, there is much to enjoy in this
collection, which stands up well alongside the two
previous Lonnie Macks on Ace. Stuart Coleman’s
notes are as perceptive, as detailed and as
enjoyable as you’d expect. Top class product all
round.

So on this CD you’ll hear, for example, good,
strong versions of ‘Don’t Let Me Cross Over’ (best
known to me by Jerry Lee and Linda Gail Lewis
but first introduced by Carl Smith, I think. Am I
right Funkster?) also Tommy Edwards ‘It’s All In
The Game’, the Jarmels’ ‘A Little Bit Of Soap’,
Charlie Gracie’s ‘Butterfly’ and Troy Shondell’s
‘This Time’. You’ll also find two versions (one
issued originally on a single and the other on an
album) of Ivory Joe Bunter… sorry, Hunter’s,
‘Since I Met You Baby’ where Narvel does
maximum justice to this all time classic song.
Some nice country sounds are to be found here
with ‘I Had To Cry Again’ and ‘You’re Out Of My
Reach’ being particular standouts. Other
highlights include ‘Dee Dee’ a rocker which bears
not only a Cajun influence but a little soul as well,
also the dramatic ‘Greatest Gift’, the funky
‘Chased By The Dawn’ and an up-tempo country
number with gospel overtones ‘Walkin’ To The
Pearly Gates’.

Narvel Felts – The Hi Records Era 1959 –1973
– (Hi HILO 186)
Three Thousand Miles | Cutie Baby | Honey
Love | Genavee | Tony | Cindy Lou | I Swear By
Stars Above | Little Miss Blue | I’d Trade All Of
My Tomorrows | The Greatest Gift | Bells | 86
Miles | Don’t Let Me Cross Over | Like Magic |
Dee Dee | Starry Eyes | Since I Met You Baby
(two versions) | I Had To Cry Again | Walkin’
To The Pearly Gates | A Little Bit Of Soap |
You’re Out Of My Reach | Butterfly | Chased
By The Dawn | This Time | Endless Love | The
Sound Of The Wind | It’s All In The Game

Narvel felts left Hi records in 1973 and briefly
pacted with the Cinnamon label and in 1975 he
went on to ABC/Dot and country superstardom.
Though the hits aren’t as big and as frequent now
as they once were, the new generation of
Rock'n'Roll/rockabilly fans all over the world
(certainly in Europe) have, following extensive reissues of his earliest recorded work and concert
tours, taken this
hugely talented and
approachable person to their hearts. And he
deserves the success because he’s one of the
nicest guys in the business; make it your
business to see him at the forthcoming Hemsby
weekender and to pick up this overview of Narvel
Felts’ “Hi Years”.

Not only does this release contain all of the
recordings by Narvel Felts that were originally
released on the Memphis based Hi label but, as a
bonus, it also contains some Memphis made
music from the Marvel that saw release on
singles issued between 1959 – 1962 on the
smaller Pink and Starline labels. 'Tales From The
Woods’' own Tony Wilkinson’s excellent booklet
notes tell the story of these sessions in great
detail, bit I’ll just run through a few opinions and
thoughts on the sounds emanating from this
superlative collection.

Various Artistes – The Travelling Record Man
– Ace CDCHD 813
Blue Serenade - Baby Face Turner | My Sweet
Woman - Driftin' Slim | No Ridin' Blues - Charlie
Booker | Numbered Days - Big Charlie Bradix |
Riding In The Moonlight - Howling Wolf | I'm
Gonna Find Your Trick - Smokey Hogg | Baby
Please Don't Go - Pinetop Slim | Cairo Blues Lil' Son Jackson | Good Morning Little Angel Joe Hill Louis | Tiny's Down Home - Tiny Webb |
Tomorrow I May Be Gone - Jesse Thomas |
Please Send My Baby Back Home - Sunny Blair
| If I Lose You Woman - Alexander Moore | My

The first six songs formed the three Pink issues
and are all top drawer, especially ‘Cutie Baby’, an
enjoyable version of the Drifters’ ‘Honey Love’,
the Don Gibson inspired ‘Tony’ and ‘Genavee’
which would have been tailor made material for
Ral Donner, real turn-up-the-collar stuff, this! ‘I
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Rascal You’ by Arkansas Johnny Todd, while
Boyd Gilmore (discovered on a Mississippi trip)
covers Robert Johnson with impressive results.
So, some great downhome sounds on this
release and booklet notes come courtesy of Ray
Topping. Give it a whirl!!

Little Machine - Driftin' Slim | My Baby's Gone Elmore James | Rock House - Washboard Willie
& Calvin Frazier | She Broke Up My Life - Joe
Hill Louis | Keep Away From My Baby - Joe Hill
Louis | Meet Me Tonight (Along The Avenue) Jesse Thomas | Lonesome Bedroom Blues Willie Nix | Talking Boogie - Lil' Son Jackson |
Long Tall Woman - Elmore James | I'll Be Glad
When You're Dead, You Rascal You - Arkansas
Johnny Todd | Ramblin' On My Mind - Boyd
Gilmore | Keep Away From My Syrup – Blues
Boy Bunter

☺

☺

☺

☺

The Funkster
As was suspected, the Christmas number one
'Something Stupid', did indeed hit the high spot.
Good also to see the late George Harrison and
'My Sweet Lord' in the coveted position. I recall
having the 'All Things Must Pass’' triple LP set
some thirty years ago. The CD re-issue has some
extra bonus tracks including a new recording of
'Lord' with Harrison sharing vocals with Sam
Brown (old Joe Brown's lil' girl). The TV showed
some clips of George including one of him and
old Killer Jerry Lee at Carl Perkins' funeral.

Only joking about that last track! Subtitled
“Historic Down South Recording Trips Of Joe
Bihari And Ike Turner” this hot little CD is a real
treat for country blues fans. Founded in 1945 by
the Bihari brothers (Joe, Jules and Saul) the
Modern label had, by the early 50s, become a top
independent R&B label, recording Hadda Brooks,
and John Lee Hooker among others. The fact that
Hookers’ releases were proving popular with the
black audience encouraged Joe Bihari and his
assistant Ike Turner to indulge in a little talent
spotting by way of making frequent trips to the
Mississippi and Arkansas delta regions. In Atlanta
in 1949 they discovered Pinetop Slim, a slide
guitarist busking on a street corner. On this CD
we hear a great unreleased version of Big Joe
Williams’ ‘Baby Please Don’t Go’ by Pinetop who
gets very close to Big Joe’s vocal style.

I had to raise a smile when I read that Adam Ant
(Stuart Goddard) was arrested and detained
under the Mental Health Act for “waving a gun
outside a pub in Kentish Town” - with his hits
'Stand and Deliver' and 'Prince Charming' he
should have been locked up long ago (and the
keys conveniently lost!) Also, Ole Shaky was
arrested for drunk driving under his real name of
Michael Barratt (I was once told that he was the
long lost love child of Paul Barratt - God, how old
was Paul then?)

No less than Howlin’ Wolf was discovered on one
of these trips and his first recordings were made
at the Memphis Recording Service (later Sun
records) in ’51 with Sam Phillips at the console.
‘Riding In The Moonlight’, un-issued until 1991, is
a typically superb performance. Joe Hill Louis
also recorded at the M.R.S. under Phillips’
supervision (all this was apparently due to a deal
struck whereby Sam would record artistes and
send Modern the demos for their approval). The
sides on this CD would not be released until the
late 80s/90s but ‘She Broke Up My Life’, ‘Keep
Away From My Baby’ and ‘Good Morning Little
Angel’ (in place of ‘schoolgirl’) are all swinging,
gutsy tracks. Elmore James was signed to
Modern following a spell at Trumpet records and
the first few songs recorded included ‘Long Tall
Woman’ and ‘My Baby’s Gone’ and these are
representative of the great sound achieved at
Modern.

I noticed that in Bunter's review of the current
Dion CD, he mentioned that the Reunion album at
Madison Square Garden had not been re-issued
on CD. Well, I'm pleased to report that it IS on
CD. Not Warner's but Rhino and is currently doing
the rounds at £13.99 (and if you use your HMV
voucher you can get two quid off any CD that is
priced at £13.99). C'mon Brian, get down the
store and pick up a copy.
If you're feeling a little cold, try a special new
recipe that the Funkster prepared with his own
fair hand(s) - Sainsbury's best mince topped with
herbs, black pepper and other spices. Pour in
some red wine (about 2 or 3 glasses) and leave
to soak for 24 hours. Add some vegetables and
cook on gas mark 5 for about 40 minutes
(checking every ten minutes). Cook some rice
(brown if you have it) and prepare a serving dish.
Will serve two people (or one if you're a greedy
beggar) and will go down a treat. That and a few
glasses of Merlot will see you right.

Another Memphis discovery was Willie Nix whose
‘Lonesome Bedroom Blues’ has a great piano and
guitar sound. Smokey Hogg was an early Modern
signing and the previously un-issued ‘I’m Gonna
Find Your Trick’ puts me in mind of Jimmy
DeBerry who recorded for Sun – very similar
style. I particularly enjoyed the contributions by
Lil' Son Jackson, especially ‘Talking Boogie’
which has a strong John Lee Hooker influence
about it. There’s also an unusual version of
Satchmo’s ‘I'll Be Glad When You're Dead, You

I think Prince Harry should have tried that instead
of cannabis and getting rat arsed on alcohol.
"Don't you know who I am?" he said, getting into
a cab. Did you know that when Prince Charles
and Camilla Parker-Bowles make love, they both
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Jerry Lee Lewis, Sun Studios, Memphis recording
‘Hound Dog’, ‘Jailhouse Rock’, ‘Don’t Be Cruel’
and 14 takes of a new song ‘High School
Confidential’ (it’s one of the versions from this
session that is heard in the actual movie).
February 14th 1975
Bob Luman, Columbia Recording Studios,
Nashville recording ‘It’s Only Make Believe’,
‘Snap Your Fingers’ and ‘Long Tall Texan’.
February 15th to 19th 1970
Elvis Presley is recorded ‘Live On Stage’ at the
International Showroom, Las Vegas by RCA
Records for a live album.
February 18th 1955
Merrill E Moore at Capitol Studio A, Hollywood,
California recording ‘Buttermilk Baby’, ‘Barrel
House Bessie’ and ‘Tuck Me To Sleep In My Old
‘Tucky Home’.
February 23rd 1961
Johnny Preston, Bradley’s Barn, Nashville
recording ‘I Feel Good’, ‘Lucky In Love’ and ‘Four
Letter Word’.
February 23rd 1962
Louis Prima, Capitol Studios, Hollywood
recording ‘Twist All Night’, ‘St Louis Blues’ and
‘You’re Just In Love’ for his album ‘The Wildest
Comes Home’ (T.ST 1723).
February 26th 1962
Dean Martin returns to the studio to record his
first album for reprise ‘Dino, French style’. The
whole album (12 songs) is completed in one day
(go for it Dean baby).
February 26th 1965
John Mayall, Decca’s West Hampstead Studios
recording ‘Crockadille Walk’ and ‘Blues City
Shakedown’ for up and coming 45 with Mike
Vernon producing.
February 27th 1961
Roy Orbison, RCA Victor Studios, Nashville
recording ‘Love Hurts’, ‘Running Scared’ and
‘Night Life’.

have paper bags over their heads (in case
Camilla’s falls off - ugly cow). Makes a bulldog
want to hump a hound. (At this point, I would like
to point out that the views expressed in this article
are not necessarily those of the publication itself H)
Don't forget that Linda Gail Lewis will be at the
Half Moon in Putney on April 6th (hope that
doesn't coincide with the proposed Lennox
Lewis/Mike Tyson fight on the same date).
Peggy Lee 27th May 1920 - 22nd January 2002
it seems every time you pick up a paper or switch
on the TV, some famous personality has popped
his or her clogs. So, on January 22nd, the world
lost an 'original' - Miss Peggy Lee, born Norma
Delores Egstrom, the youngest of seven children
on the 27th May 1920 in Jamestown, North
Dakota. It was programme director Ken Kennedy
at radio station WDNY in Fargo who suggested a
name change - "You look like a Peggy to me".
She signed with Capitol Records in July 1943
and, in 1954, she switched to Decca. But the lure
of Capitol and a new contract in 1958 (where she
was to remain until 1969) dragged her back. Her
rendition of Little Willie Johns' 'Fever' (recorded
19/05/1958) remains one of her finest
performances and EMI re-issued numerous
albums of hers as two for ones. Over the years
she battled against ill health but, at 81 years of
age, she suffered a heart attack at her Los
Angeles home. Peggy, we at 'Tales From The
Woods' raise a glass to you. Your recorded
legacy lives on.
Cuttin' Some Toons (Are you taping this?)
Unknown Date February 1956
The Platters, Mercury Studios, New York,
recording 'You've Got The Magic Touch' and
'Winner Take All'.
February 4th 1958
Fats Domino, Cosimo’s Studios recording 'Sick
And Tired' and 'No No No'.
February 5th 1956
Warren Smith, Sun Studios recording 'Rock'n'Roll
Ruby'.
February 6th 1967
Carl Perkins, Columbia Recording Studios,
Nashville records 'Stateside', 'Detroit City', 'You
Can Take The Boy Out Of The Country' and other
titles for his debut (and only) LP for Dollie - A
Country Boy's Dream.
February 7th to 9th 1956.
Little Richard at J M Recording Studios,
Nashville, records ‘Long Tall Sally’, ‘Miss Ann’,
‘Oh Why’ and ‘Heebie Jeebies (Love)’
February 11th 1961
Charlie Rich in Phillips Studios, New Orleans,
recording ‘Who Will The Next Fool Be?’, ‘Just A
Little Bit Sweet’ and ‘Caught In The Middle’.
February 13th 1962
Dean Martin records his first session for Franks
Sinatra’s Reprise label.
February 14th 1958

The Funkster’s Files For February
February 3rd 1959
Buddy Holly, Ritchie Valens and J P Richardson
(The Big Bopper) are killed in a plane crash enroute from a gig in Clear Lake, Iowa to a show in
Moorehead, Minnesota.
February 5th 1933
Country star Claude King is born in Shreveport,
Louisiana. In the sixties he had a massive hit with
‘North To Alaska / Wolverton Mountain’
February 8th 1902
Producer / record owner Harold ‘Pappy’ Daily
born in Yoakum, Texas. Later formed Starday and
one of his early signings was George Jones.
February 9th 1914
Famous country performer Ernest Tubb born in
Crisp, Texas.
February 9th 1947
Country / rock star Joe Ely born in Amarillo,
Texas but brought up in Lubbock (Buddy Holly’s
home town). Had a string of hit albums on MCA.
Toured the U.K. with Merle Haggard in 1978 and
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Buffalo Valley, Tennessee. Never one to mince
his words he reputedly said to a young Elvis
Presley when he auditioned for G.O.O. “You
should consider going back to driving a truck!”
(Rather harsh words, our Jim).
February 28th 1940
Singer / songwriter Joe South born in Atlanta,
Georgia. Started out as a session man for the
likes of Robert Zimmerman (his Bobness to us
lesser mortals). His most famous songs include
‘The Games People Play’, ‘Walk A Mile In My
Shoes’ and ‘Rose Garden’.
February 29th
Canna find anyone born on the 29th – fancy only
having a birthday every four years?

also performed with punk group The Clash.
February 9th 1981
Bill Haley dies in his sleep at home in Harlingen,
Texas. Often called the father of Rock'n'Roll he
was aged only 56.
February 11th 1935
Eugene Vincent Craddock born in Norfolk,
Virginia. Whilst serving in the U.S. Navy in Korea
he badly injures his left leg. Doctors suggest
amputation but he disagrees with their advice.
Throughout his turbulent career the pain in his leg
is a constant reminder and continues to plague
him until his death (but he still made some freakin’
good records!)
February 12th 1911
Steve Shoals, famous RCA Victor record
producer born in Washington DC. He played an
important part in the careers of Chet Atkins, Jim
Reeves and Hank Snow. It was he who
suggested to the RCA big-wigs that signing Elvis
Presley to the label in November 1955 could well
be to the label’s advantage.
February 13th 1919
Tennessee Ernie (born Ernest Jennings) Ford in
Bristol, Tennessee. Signed a contract with
Ccapitol Records on 21st January 1949 and
recorded two songs that same day – ‘Tennesse
Border’ and ‘I’ve Got The Milk ‘Em In The
Nmorning Blues’ and on the 18th of this month of
February cut ‘Country Junction’.
February 13th 1920
The male half of one of the most successful song
writing teams, Boudleaux Bryant, was born in
Shellman, Georgia. He met his future wife (Felice)
in 1945 while on a trip to Milwaukee and,
reputedly, he married her three weeks later. She
was a lift operator in a local hotel where he was
staying.
February 14th 1912
Keith Woods receives his first Valentine’s card.
February1 19th 1924
Actor Lee Marvin was born in New York.
February 20th 1925
Film producer Robert Altman born.
February 26th 1845
Buffalo Bill (William Freerick) Cody born in Le
Claire, Scott County, Iowa. Dr Issa Dale reported
at this time that “Mother and baby are doing fine,
no complications”.
February 26th 1932
‘The Man In Black’ Johnny Cash born in
Kingsland, Arkansas. Cash’s dad was a
sharecropper during the depression but, like
many of his ilk, he lost his job. One of Cash Jr’s
first occupations was selling vacuum cleaners
(just think… if he and a young Jerry Lee had
gotten together years later we could have had
Cash and Lewis Vacuum Cleaners, The Best In
The South – God forbid). It’s understood that
when Tony Papard first visited the U.S. he found
one of J.C’s models. (Still got it. Tone doesn’t use
it that often he says)
February 28th 1911
Grand Ole Opry talent scout Jim Denny born in

The Funkster
☺

☺

☺

☺

Memory Plays Tricks
The defective memory problem does not just
afflict Tony Papard and 'Tales From The Woods'
editors. Even Blues Boy Junior a.k.a. Cardew
Carruthers has fallen foul of this evil jinxter.
Cardew wishes to point out that in his piece on
Howlin’ Wolf’s Antique Rocker (December issue)
he states “Blues
Boy
Jr
recalls
congratulating Wolf on the quality of
the session men at Twickers in 1965…”
It was in fact 1964. Thank you Cardew for your
correction.
Editor’s Footnote:
Howlin’ Wolf, as many of you will know, is my
number 1 blues man. I saw him just once at the
Cooks Ferry Inn in 1964, so I was pretty
convinced the Twickers session was of the same
year but, being the coward that I am, I did not
dare to contradict the mighty Blues Boy Jr.
Cardew, should you ever feel in the mood for
penning another article for 'Tales From The
Woods', we would be very proud indeed to
receive it. In the meantime, have a great New
Year. See you at Utrecht 2002?

☺

☺

☺

☺

Is romance in the air? Could this be a first kiss?
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BIM BAM RECORDS
RECORDS
Has the following free A5 compact disc
catalogues available at various times. For
each one please send a S.A.E. or two
International Reply Coupons. Remember to
state which of the catalogues you require.
“If I want a comb-over then a comb-over I shall
have and nothing you say is gonna change that!
Got it? Good! Now, mine’s a pint of hair restorer”

1.
1950s Rockin’ CDs – 100 pages (90p
S.A.E.) includes R’n’R, rockabilly, doo-wop,
rhythm & blues, 50s pop etc.
2.
1950s – 1990s Rockin’ Instrumental
CDs – 52 pages (40p S.A.E.)
SEND S.A.E. TO: BOB THOMAS, BIM BAM RECORDS,
CHALFONT HOUSE, BOTLEY ROAD,
HORTON HEATH, EASTLEIGH,
HAMPSHIRE SO50 7DN, ENGLAND.
www.bim-bam.com

Dr Dale demonstrating the latest in penile implants.

We also buy your unwanted rockin’ vinyl (reissue 45s & LPs, box-sets, UK & USA
originals – 45s/78s/EPs/LPs)

Keith aged 13¾

The next gang meet up will be Friday 1st March, at
the Princess Louise, Holborn, from 18:30 hours
onwards. Depart for a meal at approx. 20:15.
Hope to see as many of you as possible.

☺
☺
☺
☺
th
Sunday 24 February
“Yes Charles, very funny. But you’ll have to do
more than say you’re a doctor to see what’s under
my knickers.”

Camden Town Workers Club
Saturday 23rd February

Huelyn Duvall
and

The Houserockers
The New Circle Club, 175 Elmers End Road, Beckenham
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Lucky Winning Ticket for January - No. 82
Congratulations Mr N Foster of Lancashire.
The super prizes continue. Exclusive only to
loyal subscribers, the holder of the winning
ticket for February will receive a considerable
number of back issues of ‘Time’ magazine,
posted in batches, to keep you occupied
through the long winter evenings.
Don’t lose YOUR ticket!
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If you wish to subscribe or advertise in
the UK's fastest-growing in-house
magazine, write to;

‘Tales from the Woods’
care of Keith Woods
25 Queen Anne Avenue
Bromley
Kent
BR2 0SA

Telephone/Fax 020 8460 6941
Articles for publication can be e-mailed to
TFTW@cs.com
or

matonh.railtrack@ems.rail.co.uk

Remember - you’re only
young twice
Keith Woods
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